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ABSTRACT: A new graduate chemistry course was introduced in the Department of Chemistry at The University of Alabama. The new course, CH584—Literature and Communication in Graduate Chemistry, replaced a second year graduate student literature seminar requirement. Course topics included chemical information resources, critical analysis, scientific writing, scientific presentations, and peer-review. CH584 was well received by both the chemistry faculty and chemistry graduate students. This article discusses the detailed implementation and content taught in CH584. Moreover, we present our experiences teaching CH584 as well as potential revisions.
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INTRODUCTION

Graduate student seminars are an important component of Ph.D. programs across many chemistry departments. Departmental seminars are likely one of the most challenging tasks for students to complete. In order to successfully deliver a compelling seminar, students must master a multitude of skills such as clear and engaging communication, great organization, preparation of excellent visual aids, and an advanced knowledge of the topic such that a critical analysis can be presented. Moreover, there are few other tasks a student is expected to complete within a chemistry curriculum capable of generating so many opinions and faculty lists of do’s and don’ts—we have a few of our own lists circulating around! Key factors to the success of any seminar preparation are a thorough ability to use the chemical literature and the subsequent critical evaluation of the science. A well-researched topic coupled with a thoughtful analysis most often produces an effective and compelling department seminar.

Over the past several decades, a tremendous amount of progress has been reported on teaching students how to effectively navigate the chemical literature, either through workshop exercises, course/seminar integration, or as stand-alone courses. Several reports have also appeared discussing the steps to take after locating the desired chemical information; that is, how to effectively evaluate, communicate, and critically analyze the chemical information. Jensen et al. in 2010 cleverly referred to this important skill as chemical research literacy. Such research literacy skills are shared in a number of professional society guidelines such as the American Chemical Society Committee on Professional Training’s recommendations on chemical information skills and the Association of College & Research Libraries information literacy standards.

Historically, at The University of Alabama (UA), chemistry graduate students were required to complete a literature seminar during their second year of residence. The chemistry literature seminar included a 30 min department presentation and a 10 page research paper on a primary chemistry literature topic. While each student was paired with a literature seminar advisor that provided guidance and feedback on the seminar and research paper, there was little formal instruction given to students. As a result, student presentations and research papers varied significantly in content, style, and quality. The major disappointment was that student presentations were often too simplistic, passive, and lacking of deeper understanding. They
were a survey of the literature—a “book report” of facts, not a critical analysis of a specific chemistry topic. Bowyer and Kaydos describe similar experiences and dissatisfaction in their senior undergraduate seminar program at Hobart and William Smith Colleges, which led them to completely redesign the course into a successful theme-based and discussion-intensive seminar. In the fall of 2012, we too decided to completely redesign our graduate literature seminar. The new chemical research literacy course presented herein is the result of a collaboration between the UA Department of Chemistry and University Libraries. To our knowledge, the chemical literature is absent of reports outlining a full semester chemical research literacy course that replaces a graduate level literature seminar. In this article, we discuss the course design of our new graduate course, CH584—Literature and Communication in Graduate Chemistry, details of the course lectures, and opportunities moving forward.

## COURSE DESIGN AND OBJECTIVES

CH584—Literature and Communication in Graduate Chemistry is a 3-credit course focused on teaching chemical research literacy, with a major theme of evaluating the chemical literature critically. All UA second year chemistry graduate students (~15) are required to attend and successfully complete CH584 in order to fulfill the literature seminar Ph.D. requirement in the UA Department of Chemistry. CH584 debuted in the fall of 2013 and is offered once per year during the fall semester. The course is co-taught by a faculty member in the Department of Chemistry (P.A.F. or S.A.W.) and a Science and Engineering Librarian in the University Libraries (V.F.S.). Major course topics include chemical information resources, critical analysis of the literature, student-led peer-review, scientific writing, and scientific presentations. Students are tasked with communicating a critical analysis of a primary chemistry research article through a 10-page research paper and a 20 min oral presentation. In addition, students are expected to actively participate in class discussions.

Throughout the course, students receive structured guidance and feedback on their research papers and seminars from the instructors and their class peers. CH584 meets twice per week for a total of 2.5 h of class time. Most of the course lectures and discussions are designed around published chemical literature articles and essays (Table 1); however, two books are required for CH584 including The ACS Style Guide edited by Coghill and Garson25 and Scientific Writing and Communication by Hofmann.26 An outline of the course lectures and activities are presented in Table 1. A detailed discussion of the CH584 course content is presented below.

### Table 1. Outline of Topics and Chemical Literature Discussed in CH584—Literature and Communication in Graduate Chemistry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week(s)</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>refs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1–2</td>
<td>Introduction and Chemical Information Resources</td>
<td>25–27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expectations of course, grading rubrics, academic research libraries, organization of chemical information, and chemistry databases.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2–3</td>
<td>Critical Analysis of the Literature</td>
<td>28–34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multiple hypotheses, disproof, and Ockham’s Razor—The Scientific Method. Students also critically evaluate primary chemistry research articles and lead a discussion in class.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–5</td>
<td>Student Critical Analysis Lightning Talk Presentations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advisors select a primary research article for students to focus on for the remainder of course. Students present a 5 min Lightning Talk on: (1) the main hypothesis; (2) the main evidence; and (3) any alternative hypotheses and conclusions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6–7</td>
<td>Scientific Writing</td>
<td>25, 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avoiding plagiarism, overview of research paper, cover letters, typography, and scientific writing.</td>
<td>35–37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Scientific Presentations</td>
<td>26, 38, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overview of a literature seminar, organization, content, style, formatting, and delivery.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9–15</td>
<td>Peer Review of Research Papers and Seminars</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In-class time for students to peer-review papers, seminar slides, and seminar delivery.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Presentations and Evaluation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Official student seminars, all chemistry faculty and graduate students are invited to participate with evaluation. Final research papers due.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the first 2 weeks of CH584, we discuss the course syllabus, grading rubrics (Supporting Information), expectations for the course, and chemical information resources. One activity that we enjoy leading is having students work together and discuss what they think are components of an excellent research paper and seminar. We then review the grading rubrics together and, not surprisingly, the majority of assessment measures we chose match up well with what our students expect to find in an excellent research paper and seminar!

Chemical information is introduced with lectures on the modern academic research library, organization of chemical information, where to find chemistry literature guides (e.g., books, online guides, and annotated bibliographies), UA library services, and an overview of searching the chemical literature with SciFinder, Reaxys and Web of Science. Our primary focus was on the process of searching the chemical literature and discussing different strategies for locating information. Students are highly encouraged to experiment with a variety of chemical information resources and to maintain a literature search notebook similar to a laboratory notebook. Such a record can provide students with a valuable resource for learning and reflection. We also briefly cover citation management software (e.g., RefWorks, Endnote) by showing students how to import reference records into the software, how to organize references within the software, and how to use the dynamic citing features within word processing software.

### Weeks 2–5: Critical Analysis of the Literature

The critical analysis section of CH584 is about challenging students to apply the Scientific Method to their reading and evaluation of the chemical literature. To accomplish this goal, we first needed to have a discussion of the Scientific Method and how science works (or does not work!). Students read four chemical literature essays on the scientific process for our in-
class discussions that were authored by Chamberlin,28 Platt,29 Hoffmann et al.,30 and Buskirk et al.31 In Chamberlin’s essay “The Method of Multiple Working Hypotheses” published in 1897, students are introduced to a discussion of the importance of proposing not one hypothesis, but multiple hypotheses throughout the course of exploration and experimentation.28 In his 1964 article “Strong Inference”, Platt introduces a systematic method of performing science with multiple alternative hypotheses, devising crucial experiments, and the importance of focusing on disproof.29 The Hoffmann essay provides a thorough discussion of Ockham’s Razor and how to approach a scientific problem when there are two equally competing hypotheses.30 Lastly, the commentary authored by Buskirk and Baradaran entitled “Can Reaction Mechanisms Be Proven?” along with responses by Brown, Lewis, Yoon, and Wade provide a wonderful closing lecture for in-class discussion on the Scientific Method.31

After our in-class discussions on the aforementioned reading assignments, we work with students to develop a version of the Scientific Method based on their knowledge of science and what they learned from the readings. Then, we bring the discussion back to critical reading and evaluation of the chemical literature. Reading the chemical literature is no different than an exercise with the Scientific Method. When students understand the scientific method, they will understand how to critically evaluate the literature; that is, once you know how science works, you can evaluate science!

Students are then tasked with reading an additional four chemistry research articles, two were poor examples of science and two were exemplary examples of science. There are many infamous examples of bad science, pseudoscience, and pathological science previously discussed in the literature that are excellent for this exercise.32−34,40,41 Conversely, there are also many exemplary examples of science in the literature. We solicited our chemistry faculty for research articles they thought were excellent, and then selected two of these to use as examples in class. Students were asked to complete a reading assignment for each article before our in-class discussions that focused on locating the author’s main hypothesis, the main evidence, developing alternative hypotheses, and summarizing the main conclusions.

To conclude our critical analysis discussions, students were each assigned a unique primary chemistry article selected by their research advisors. Each student was then required to critically read the article and present a 5 min lightning talk (2−3 slide limit) briefly describing the main hypothesis, main evidence, any alternative hypotheses, and the conclusions. Notably, it was not expected at this point in the course that students understood the majority of the article, rather it was a preliminary exercise to help guide students. The selected article that each student presented in their lightning talks would serve as the primary article to be discussed in their research papers and seminars.

Weeks 6−7: Scientific Writing

In week 6, students begin writing their research papers. The research papers are a critical analysis of their advisor-selected primary article from the chemical literature. While the primary articles are selected for the students, the students are required to locate related articles and information in the chemical literature for developing their introductions, conclusions, and outlooks sections. Moreover, students were encouraged to incorporate related articles into their research paper critical analysis. For example, similar articles may provide valuable ideas for generating alternative hypotheses and future experiments. After reviewing the expectations and grading rubrics for the research papers, we discuss several scientific writing articles and book chapters including a scientific typography overview,37 The ACS Style Guide,25 and two excellent essays that introduce key concepts to achieving great scientific writing.35,36 Next, we review plagiarism and the importance of correctly paraphrasing and generating independent explanations. Chapter 8 in Hofmann’s book provided a good foundation for our lecture on plagiarism. We then worked through many of the suggested scientific writing principles and exercises in Chapters 1−6 from the Hofmann Scientific Writing and Communication book.26 Our approach was to first present and explain a scientific writing guideline such as the importance of using precise language, placing familiar old information before introducing new information, and placing subjects near verbs.26 Then, we directed students to work in small groups to apply a particular guideline by revising example scientific writing from either the Hofmann book or each other’s research paper writing.

Week 8: Scientific Presentations

During week 8, students are close to finishing a first draft of their research papers and, therefore, begin working on a first draft of their presentation slides. Similarly to our lectures on scientific writing, we began our discussion of scientific presentations with two essays on scientific presentations published in the chemical literature by Cassidy38 and Hawker.39 Chapter 28 on oral presentations in the Hofmann text also provided great material for our discussion on scientific presentations.26 While there are numerous appropriate design styles and organization of slides that lead to successful presentations, we did urge each student to not overcrowd slides and to dedicate entire slides for each hypothesis and main point discussed. A typical outline of seminar slides in CH584 was as follows:

1. Background information
2. Hypothesis of main paper discussed
3. Main evidence that supports or refutes hypothesis
4. Alternative hypotheses, suggested experiments, and any critical analysis thoughts
5. Conclusions
6. Outlooks

We concluded our time discussing scientific presentations with several mini-software lessons on how to capture high quality figures from publications, how to modify figures (e.g., axes labels, annotate, etc.), how to draw simple science cartoon illustrations, how to draw chemical structures in ChemDraw, and how to import chemical structures into presentation slides. These skills are likely overlooked in many seminar courses, which is unfortunate given the importance of presenting clear visual aids in a seminar. For capturing high quality figures from publications, there are several approaches. If the publisher has a full-text HTML version, often high quality images of the figures will be available directly within the HTML webpage as a JPEG or another suitable image file format. However, if an HTML version is not available, one of the best methods we have found is to save the entire article PDF as a maximum quality JPEG using Adobe Acrobat Pro. This process will create a high quality JPEG image for each page within the PDF document. Then, use any basic graphics editor to select only the desired figure(s), cropping out the unwanted parts of the page. Unfortunately, even if a high quality figure is obtained from an article, often the
appropriate for presentation slides and is made available to presentation slides, but a style with thicker bond lines is more appropriate for improvement. Reviewers were also asked to grade the avoiding the simplistic “Great Job!” feedback). Each student was paired with two reviewers for the research paper. One reviewer was in the same chemistry division as the student (e.g., Inorganic, Biochemistry) and the other student was in a chemistry graduate students prior to 2013, where there was no formal seminar instruction class. Chemistry faculty at UA responded positively to the course indicating that they preferred the new format and recommended the course be continued. Faculty recommended two key improvements to the course. The first was to improve student seminar introductory material. Some of our students struggled with placing their specific topic in a broader chemistry context. The second suggested revision was to form chemistry division groups of students (e.g., an Inorganic Group). This would allow groups to coordinate more practice time for presentations outside of class (vide infra). Moreover, we may be able to incorporate these groups more broadly within the peer-review section of the course. However, we do find it beneficial when students review chemistry that is outside of their specialty focus area, so a balance will be sought with forming chemistry division groups for peer-review and other activities.

We found students to be actively engaged in the course and responsive to the required assignments and revisions. Two recurring suggestions collected from class feedback are that students felt their critical thinking and scientific writing skills were much improved. However, students would have liked more time for seminar presentation practice in class and peer-review from other chemistry faculty members on their written research reports. We allotted nearly 10 class sessions for peer-review and practice, so it is unlikely we will be able to add more in-class time for seminar practice; rather we believe we can make in-class time more effective by forming division student peer-review groups. Students could first practice their seminars with their groups outside of class, and then practice in class. This way, the in-class presentation has already been practiced and revised once, creating an environment for more efficient in-class discussion and feedback. To address the students’ request for more chemistry faculty input on their research papers, we will encourage research advisors to review a draft of student’s CH584 research paper before the final paper is due.

Notably, it would be advantageous to devote more time for teaching students how to navigate and locate chemical literature, particularly with advanced search strategies using SciFinder and Reaxys. However, our main focus of CH584 was instead to concentrate on how to critically evaluate and communicate chemical information after it is located, as described earlier as chemical research literacy (vide supra). To address this desire, we plan to offer more chemical information and database training in a University Libraries workshop series designed for first year chemistry graduate students. Potential themed topics that would allow demonstration and comparison of a wide variety of chemical and other information databases (both subscription and open web resources) include the following:

1. Finding articles, books, patents, preprints, conference papers, and other technical literature
2. Searching substances and reactions
3. Substance physical and chemical properties
4. Locating spectra
5. Substance commercial availability, pricing, safety, and hazards

We consider the process of locating chemical literature and critically evaluating chemical literature equally important. As such, with the addition of first year workshops, future second year graduate students attending CH584 will be more prepared to focus on the evaluation of chemical literature, not the discovery.

Most topics, lectures, and activities in CH584 were well received by our students including our work with critical analysis, scientific method, scientific writing, scientific presentations, and peer-review. When reading and analyzing scientific literature, it was particularly helpful in CH584 to stress the importance of locating author’s hypotheses and focusing on the main data. Student’s quickly noticed that many hypotheses are not clearly stated in the scientific literature, and thus, some interpretation of the author’s introduction or conclusions is necessary. Synthetic organic papers presented a challenge for students to formulate clear hypotheses. This, however, provided a unique opportunity to discuss the nature of hypotheses in synthetic papers. For example, new synthetic methods are often promoting efficiency, novelty, safety, selectivity, or some other advantage over prior methods. And most importantly, every reaction is a hypothesis! As such, while the style of synthetic organic papers is vastly different than other chemistry disciplines, the underlying scientific methods used are analogous.

We also found that students struggled with the assigned critical reading assignments, particularly the essays by Chamberlin on multiple hypotheses and Hoffmann on Ockham’s Razor. Perhaps it is not surprising that students struggled with these essays as they are unlike the traditional chemistry research article and heavy on scientific philosophy. To address this, we created a reading guide that provided background information and selected key paragraphs within the essays for focus. Despite our efforts, we still noticed many students struggling to understand the main concepts within these scientific essays, and therefore, these students were not able to actively participate in class discussions as much as we would have liked. As such, alternative sources discussing aspects of the scientific method may be more accessible for early graduate students. Moving forward, for our critical discussion readings, we will likely select chapters from The Art of Scientific Investigation by Beveridge and/or Advice for a Young Investigator by Cajal. We hypothesize that the writing in these books will be more accessible for our students compared to the previously chosen essays.

CONCLUSIONS

In the Department of Chemistry at The University of Alabama, we successfully replaced a second year graduate literature seminar with a full semester chemical research literacy course, CH584—Literature and Communication in Graduate Chemistry. The impetus behind this change was a result of large variations in the style and quality of student seminars during past years. CH584 provided a formal and consistent framework to help guide students in communicating a critical review of a chemistry topic. CH584 course topics included chemical information resources, critical analysis, scientific writing, scientific presentations, and peer-review. Chemistry faculty and student feedback was overall very positive. Suggestions and potential revisions to the course included placing a stronger emphasis on research topic background material, forming peer-review groups based on chemistry division, additional faculty feedback on student research papers, and selecting alternative readings for the critical analysis lectures. A revised CH584 course incorporating the aforementioned changes will be taught during fall 2015.
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